Special Event for DU Students, Faculty & Staff!

Join AHSS undergraduates in Prof. Helstosky’s history class, Comparative Fascism in Europe, for

A Conversation with
Efraim Zuroff
the Last Nazi Hunter

November 2, 2016
Wednesday, 10:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
Anderson Academic Commons
Special Events Room (290)
Please RSVP to: hai@du.edu

Nazi Hunter (noun):
A Nazi hunter is a private individual who tracks down and gathers information on alleged former Nazis, SS members, and Nazi collaborators involved in the Holocaust, typically for use at trial on charges of war crimes and crimes against humanity.

Efraim Zuroff, Director of the Simon Wiesenthal Center office in Jerusalem, is often called ‘the last Nazi hunter.’ He has spent nearly four decades chasing down suspects from Australia to Iceland, and from Hungary to the United States, so that they may be brought to justice.